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A METHOD OF ROPING A CANNON-NET 

by Nigel A. Clark 

This paper descpibes a method fop attaching 
popes to, and setting, a cannon-net. The 
techniques have ppoved vepy successful at 
maximising the catching apea when the net is 
liped. 

When the fipst cannon-nets wepe made up by the 
Wash Wadep Ringing Gpoup, the lengths and 
locations of the tpace-popes, which attach the 
ppojectiles to the fpont edge of the net, was 
somewhat apbitapy. I have redesigned the 
cannon-net tpace-pope positions so that each 
ppojectile now pulls out an equal poption of 
the net. This incpeases the possible catching 
apea. 

HOW TO MAKE UP A NET 

The pope positions fop the full net (15 x 2• m) 
and fop the half net (15 x 15 m) ape shown in 
Figupes I and 2 pespectively. 

To attach ropes to a full-sized cannon-net (15 
x 26m) the ppocedupe is as follows: 
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Thpead • mm pope along the sides (A-D and B-C) 
and the back (C-D). Thpead 8 mm pope thpough 
the fpont of the net (A-B), 0.5 m fpom the 
fpont edge, leaving three metpes spape at B 
(this will fopm an end tpace pope) and 10 m at 
A (this leaves slack on the pope which will be 
used when tying in the 12 centpal tpace-popes, 
and will form the othep end tpace-pope). 

Tie the centpe tpace-popes to the fpont edge of 
the net, stapting neap B (leave two metpes 
spape to fopm a tetheping pope which will latep 
be tied into the netting). To attach the centpe 
tpace-popes to the fpont edge pope, loosely tie 
a clove hitch in the edge pope apound a small 
stick. Then capefully pemove the stick and tie 
anothep clove hitch with the tpace pope thpough 
the clove hitch in the fpont pope. Gently 
tighten all foup ends, applying mope ppessupe 
as the knot tightens. When all the tpace-popes 
ape attached thepe should be some slack netting 
along the fpont edge. 

Cut the long end of the fpont edge pope at A to 
a length of 5 m, to fopm an end tpace-rope. 
Fold the 0.5 m of loose netting undep the fpont 
edge to fopm a flap. Thpead 0.5 m of each 
tetheping pope back thpough both the net and 
this flap. Untwist the pemaining 1.5 m of each 
tetheping pope so that one stpand can go to one 
side and two stpands to the othep. Thpead the 

stpands thpough the netting (pemembep to leave 
slack netting) so that each meets the tetheping 
pope fpom the next tpace-pope. Each tpace-pope 
has a small loop spliced on the end so that it 
can be attached to the ppojectile. 

Using thpead of the same deniep (thickness) as 
the netting, sew all rope• (popes apound the 
edge of the net fipst, then tetheping ropes) to 
the net using clove hitches op camel hitches 
(Ashley 19•) at pegulap intepvals. When the 
poping is finished thepe should be no points of 

stpess on the netting, •ince these will cause the net to reap when it i liped. 
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Figupe 1. The design of a full-sized net. All Figupe 2. The design of a half-sized net. All 
measupements ape in metpes. measupements ape in metpes. 
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Ropes are attached to a half-sized net (15 x 
15m) {Figure 2) in a similar way to a 
full-sized net, except that the middle eight 
trace-ropes on a half-size net are omitted. 

CANNON SETTING 

The positioning of the cannons on a full-sized 
net is crucial if the net is to extend fully. 
The end cannons should be set 5 m in from the 

end jump rope pegs, with the cannon angled 
outwards, aimed at a point 12 m out from the 
end peg. The central pair of cannons on a 
full-sized net should be set to fire straight 
out, and so that each pulls evenly on it's 4 
trace-ropes. 

For a half-net the principal is the same. The 
cannons are set 5 m in from each end, i.e. 5 m 
apart in the middle. Again they should be 
angled outwards at a point 12 m out from the 
end-peg. This angle is especially important for 
a half net: if the cannons deviate from this 

position the middle of the net will not be 
fully extended. 

I use 4 m jump-ropes (these are the ropes 
attached to the back of the net that are 

desiigned to stop the net going too far after 
it is fired) and find that the half-net always 
extends fully, with all jump ropes pulled taut. 

As an additional improvement, I have increased 
the weight of the two centre projectiles for a 
full-sized net from 5.6 kg to 6.8 kg, to ensure 
that the net extends fully when it is fired. 

Through these modifications in the basic 
design, I have increased the distance from the 
net that birds can readily be caught from 8 m 
to 15 m- This has greatly increased catching 

suc•;;:• especially on flat beache: where the pos of high tide is difficult t predict. 
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KEEPING-CAGES AND KEEPING-BOXES 

by Nigel A. Clark 

Keeping-cages have been used for many years to 
house birds which have been extracted from 

cannon-nets and are awaiting processing. The 
design of special cages for Curlews MumenCus 
a•q•a•a and other long-legged waders has 
already been published (Bainbridge 1975, 
Staryard 1979). However the basic design of 
keeping-cages for smaller waders has 'not been 
published, although cages of this design have 
been in use by some groups for many years- 
This paper describes the design of both 
keeping-cages, and some simple keeping-boxes 
which can be used to move birds from the net to 

the keeping-cages- 

material has proved to be hop sacks made from 
50/50 hessian and polypropalene. This is 
strong, and dark enough to deter the birds from 
escaping. Each cage consists of a 4.2 m long 
semicircular tunnel which is divided into seven 

compartments, each with a hole in the top for 
inserting and removing birds. The cage is kept 
rigid by eight 1.4 m long wire hoops, the ends 
of which are pushed into the ground. A guy-rope 
at each end, with an elastic loop, keeps the 
structure taut and prevents birds from escaping 
through the slits. 

A keeping-cage is constructed as follows: 

KEEPING-CAGES 

The design is shown in Figure 1. The best 

Mark out a 4.7 m X 0.9 m piece of sacking is 
marked out as shown in Figure 2a- The sacking 
is now folded along B• and A• is sewn to C• to 
form a narrow tube. Repeat through A•-B•, 

Elastl• loop 

•.? • , ,F•gure ,t,-, A•keeping cage set up ready for* use. 


